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By Dan Rogers, December 01, December Not to be left without a Java strategy, Microsoft has introduced the
newest member of its development tool family: To do this, you select "New This is standard fare for working
with Developer Studio. Next, after assigning a project name, you can select a blank workspace or a Java
Applet Wizard. This is because the Java virtual machine is platform-independent. A Solid Start Once the
wizard has your project name, you choose whether your program will run only as an applet, or will be able to
function as both an applet and as an application. The difference is that applets cannot run outside the protected
environment of a World Wide Web browser program like Microsoft Internet Explorer 3. During this
preconstruction phase, you also choose whether you want the generated source code to be commented or to go
naked. I prefer the commented code, as the wizard inserts clear explanations throughout the generated source
code. These in turn are helpful to come up to speed on the language. If you learn by looking, like I do, then be
sure to turn these on. Two types of comments are possible, these being explanatory and "to do" comments.
The latter instructs you where normal application housekeeping would appear in the generated code. Since the
programs you generate with the Applet Wizard are always capable of running inside a web browser, the
wizard will generate a sample HTML page for you. It also enables you to test your application in your
browser. The wizard can generate sample animation images and code, as well as code support for
multithreaded applications. Having to remember the code constructs for setting up threads and animation is a
hassle, and this feature saves you some time. If your application requires support for mouse events drag, move,
enter, exit, up, and down , the Applet Wizard can create the code for them as well. These are among the most
performance draining events you can include, so choose them sparingly. Finally, the AppletWizard provides
support for parameters that you may wish to pass to the application. For my tests, I made a server-side data file
of name and contact information, and I needed to specify the file name in the web page. I could have
hard-coded this name in the code, but I wanted to make my test applet as reusable as possible. The parameter
wizard supports specifying the name of each parameter, the data type, default value, and the description. This
last element is useful in pages that are parameter-driven or for applets that are nonvisual. Using a scripting
language, the descriptive information from the parameter list can be queried at run time by any external applet
or script. This self-documenting approach is further extended in the final page of the Applet Wizard. This page
lets you specify free-form textual information, which can again be retrieved by any later user of your classes
applications at run time. In brief, a Java application has a Main, or a standard entry point just like a good old C
program. Additionally, the application implements the runnable interface, and is responsible for creating its
own frame the area where your user interface elements will reside. In contrast, when you are working with an
applet, the browser is responsible for creating the work area. I wanted to make an applet that would access
data that resides on the server, or better yet would link my web site to my back-end databases via COM
wrapper objects. They may have been there, but the Internet Builder area within the Microsoft site is a
veritable labyrinth of unlabeled graphic links. I had to settle for building an applet that did server-side file
references for my data link. Another snag occurred when I tried to get the beta to install. You are also required
to have Internet Explorer 3. Quantum Leap While this may appear on the surface to be wholly a product of
sneaky marketing, there may be legitimate causes. This is important because the dearth of good Java
debuggers has been a real problem in shops that are trying to build complex applications with Java. The Java
Developer Kit debugger pretty much limits you to embedding a System. This is analogous to embedded print
statements, and really extends the time required for any serious debugging session. This relationship between
the editor and the native browser becomes apparent the first time you set a break point in your code. You can
do this on virtually any line, in any class, by right-clicking a source line with your mouse and adding a break
point. During a break mode, you have access to the stack and can examine the contents of any variables or
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objects that are in scope, and you can step into or over each method call. Microsoft has done a phenomenal job
of making the wholly object-oriented nature of Java easier to understand and learn via the features of the
debugger. For example, when I was having difficulty opening the file that contains my name and contact
information, I was able to drill into the String object that I populated via a call to the URL. My task was to
find the last file separator slash in the URL, and I decided to parse it out with the String. This combination
yielded a count that was significantly shorter than I expected. Using the debugger, I was able to examine
private variable values within the String object, and determine that I should use the URL. This means that to
get anything done you have to create objects. In my sample application, I wanted to hide the back-end data
access method from my application. As you begin to build significant applications with Java, the number of
classes you deal with grows large, and the relationship between those classes becomes increasingly complex.
This class browser presents a hierarchical view of the classes that are part of your project. You can use this to
quickly get around your code because any time you double-click on a method or property shown in the class
browser window, the code where that element is declared comes into focus in the editor window. Adding new
classes, variables, or methods automatically updates the class browser each time you either compile or save
your code. Abstract Windowing Toolkit Support and Forms to Boot The Abstract Windowing Toolkit is a
platform-independent set of classes that implement frames, buttons, fields, labels, and several other visual
components. Working with the Abstract Windowing Toolkit has always been a double-edged sword. On one
side, having access to these visual widget classes is a big plus. On the other, having to handwrite code that
places each component on a screen requires pixel-by-pixel adjustment. This extension of the IDE lets you use
the standard dialog box editor that is part of Developer Studio to lay out Java forms. The standard Windows
dialog resource that results is then translated into properly coded Java modules one that represents the form,
and the other that manages the run-time behavior of the form. This approach has the benefit of letting you not
only construct user interfaces in a simple drag-and-drop code window, but also to migrate your existing
Windows dialogs to Java. Support is even provided for importing form layouts from Visual Basic programs. I
admit that I passed on the frenzy to download the free copy of Internet Explorer 3. Even the playing around I
did with the official Java Developer Kit was tainted by ponderous compile times and sluggish run-time speeds.
Not only do you see an amazing run-time speed boost due to the Just In Time compiler that is part of Internet
Explorer 3. My test program resides in four files, each with between to lines of code. To build my program,
the compiler needs to bring in large parts of the Java. AWT packages to complete my applet. Despite all of
this, the full compile time is less than three seconds. This blinding speed was the source of the early and
mistaken bug reports. Turn around times are cut way down.
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Performance improvement Performance has not been tuned for minimum system configurations. Installation
drive When you start the Express installer, the default installation location is your system drive, which is the
drive that boots your system. However, you can install the application on any drive. NET Redistributable
Package 2. This tool is not supported or thoroughly tested by Microsoft. This is a free tool and you should use
it at your own risk. No warranty or support is provided, expressed or implied. You may now install the Visual
Studio Express Edition products you wish to use. If you have any problems after following these steps, or for
more information about the uninstall process, please review the following page: Uninstalling Previous
Versions of Visual Studio Also, you can visit the Visual Studio Express Forum and report your specific issue.
To resolve this issue If you need to develop Itanium applications, install Visual Studio on another computer
and use the cross compilers to target the Itanium platform. However, SQL Express components will always
appear in this list if any other Beta components are detected. In other words, these SQL Express components
could appear in the list even after the user uninstalls them. To resolve this issue Ensure the matching. NET
Framework Beta is on the computer before performing the following steps: However, final-release setup does
not support uninstalling pre-release versions. For best results, it is recommended you install on a clean
computer that has not had a pre-release version of Visual Studio previously installed on it. While it is not
officially supported, we tried to ensure the scenario of uninstalling and reinstalling from Visual Studio Beta 2
to the released version has as few issues as possible. To uninstall Visual Studio Beta 2, you must uninstall in
the order specified in section 1. Most Beta 2 projects can be carried forward to the final release version. For
details on any changes needed for forward compatibility, see this link. To resolve this issue If you have Visual
Studio Beta installed and want to install the released version, you must uninstall in the order specified in
section 1. Unless you are logged in as an administrator, using the runas command to install Visual Studio is
not supported and will fail. Running Visual Studio after it is installed is supported for non-administrators. To
resolve this issue Log in as an administrator to install Visual Studio A network installation is requested. The
media that Visual Studio shipped on may be bad, preventing a successful installation. The following procedure
illustrates how to prepare Visual Studio for installation from a network share. Create a folder for example, VS
on the server. Select Yes if prompted to overwrite any existing files. In the VS subfolder, open the Setup
folder. Save your changes and close the file. Note Completing this step enables pre-populating the product key
for the user who will install from the network share. Share the VS folder on the network and set the
appropriate security settings. The maximum length of a path in Visual Studio is characters. You should copy
files to a path with less than 70 characters. If you create a network share for a network image, the UNC path to
the root installation location should contain fewer than 39 characters. Note Setup might fail if the folder names
in this path include embedded spaces, for example: When setup is launched from a path that is longer than
characters, setup fails due to a maximum path limitation in Windows To resolve this issue When installing
from a network, map the network path to a local drive and install from that drive. From the Start menu, choose
Run. Type cmd and then click OK. At the command prompt, type the following: The drive letter is displayed
in the console window. When installing from a local folder, copy the contents of Visual Studio to another
folder on the computer that has a total path length of less than characters. To resolve this issue Before running
Visual Studio setup, reset the antivirus application to leave Temp folder contents intact on launch or reboot.
Reference your Antivirus help documentation for steps on how to do this. When reboot later is selected and
the available space on the hard drive is filled beyond the amount of space needed by setup, an out-of-space
error will occur after reboot. To resolve this issue Ensure that enough disk space will be available by rebooting
before installing or opening other applications. The required disk space is displayed when you select the
location to install the product. If multiple Express Editions are installed on the same computer and then one is
uninstalled, the uninstall un-registers file extensions it has in common with the other Express Editions. This
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disables double-clicking on file icons in Windows Explorer to open a Visual Studio file type. To resolve this
issue There are two ways to work around this problem: The desired set of documentation must be explicitly
installed. To resolve this issue If you did not specify the desired documentation when you installed your
Express Edition, you can install it by using Add or Remove Programs in the Windows Control Panel. On a
clean computer that is running Windows XP Professional, if you run the utility to create an. To resolve this
issue There is no known resolution. Install SQL Server If you remove the Beta. NET Framework common
language runtime CLR provides configuration options that allow developers to specify which version of the
CLR their application should run against. To resolve this issue Visual Studio provides a switch that, when
turned on, forces all applications executing on a given computer to run on the latest version of the runtime.
This switch overrides settings specified in the app. You can control this switch either by setting a registry key
or by setting an environment variable: During installation of the MSDN documentation for Express Editions,
you will be prompted to select a destination folder for the documentation files. However, your selected path is
not respected and the documents are installed to this location: NET is installed on the same computer,
uninstalling Visual Studio. NET will corrupt your installation of Visual Studio During an installation, the user
may be prompted to reboot after certain components are installed. After a reboot, installation should continue.
However, when the installer is trying to install MSDN Express after a reboot, the progress bar looks full and
the product is marked as installed even though setup has not yet completed and the product is not fully
installed. This condition makes it look like setup is hung even though MSDN Express is being installed in the
background. The progress bar will not change during that time. No cause is written to the VS logs. If you have
other processes running when you launch Maintenance Mode, such as virus scanning software, these processes
can slow setup considerably and give the appearance that setup has failed To resolve this issue Setup has not
failed. Wait until it is finished or close other processes and try again. The download and installation of an
Express SKU will intermittently fail due to the unreliability of the internet.
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X Japan at Madison Square Garden in Also during the s, Japanese metal and rock bands gave birth to the
movement known as visual kei. Although starting in the early s, it was not until the tail-end of the decade that
visual kei acts saw major success. X Japan actually signed an American record deal with Atlantic Records in ,
but an international release never happened. Kazufumi Miyazawa of the Boom said "I hate that buy, listen, and
throw away and sing at a karaoke bar mentality. Rising Sun Rock Festival opened in Orange Range also
adopts[ clarification needed ] hip hop. Children are the only bands to maintain a high standards of their sales
along the years. Japanese rock has a vibrant underground rock scene,[ citation needed ] best known
internationally for noise rock bands such as Boredoms and Melt Banana , as well as stoner rock bands such as
Boris and alternative acts such as Shonen Knife who were championed in the West by Kurt Cobain , Pizzicato
Five , and the Pillows who gained international attention in for the FLCL soundtrack. More conventional indie
rock artists such as Eastern Youth , the Band Apart and Number Girl have found some success in Japan[
citation needed ], but little recognition outside of their home country. Other notable international touring indie
rock acts are Mono and Nisennenmondai. Sakanaction made their first live concert at Nippon Budokan while
enjoying major success with their singles " Aruku Around " and "Rookie". Sakanaction was pinned as a
different type of band since they experimented with electronic music and synthrock. Because of the sudden
major increase on indie bands and rock bands in general that compete with contemporary J-Pop artists, the
movement is been referred to as a band boom by the media and is been praised as a change to the Japanese
music in general. One Ok Rock performed at the Taipei Arena being the first time a Japanese band did so and
additionally sold out shows at the AsiaWorld-Arena and Mall of Asia Arena , these two being the largest
overseas shows they had to date with an average attendance of 12, people at each concert. It was the most
successful international tour undertaken by a Japanese artist in history. Although not the first to form, Aldious
have been cited as the initiators of the movement when their debut album Deep Exceed topped the Oricon
Indies Albums Chart and reached number 15 on the main chart. The year brought the international success of
self-described " kawaii metal " idol act Babymetal , through the viral YouTube hit " Gimme Chocolate!! The
Artpop Ball tour. Ellegarden was the first band to achieve mainstream success by singing only in English and
is thought to be a turning point into the punk rock scene where other bands started adding more English lyrics
to their songs. S and other English speaking countries.
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An overview of the latest Java language tools from Microsoft. This is a set of new tools for those wishing to
develop using the java-language syntax. NET beta 1 can be downloaded from here. NET beta 1 is fully
integrated into Visual Studio. It can be used to develop applications, class libraries and web services for. NET,
and like other. NET languages targets the. As well, J includes features of other first class languages such as
cross language integration, security, versioning and deployment, and debugging and profile support. The J
documentation notes that even if you do not have Visual J. NET installed on your machine you can still debug
your java-language applications. The new tools include: Files containing the J language will have the
extension. This distinction is important because Visual J. NET does not contain the following functionality:
The ability to create. A new solution file. NET stuff not supported by Visual J Java has been compared
extensively to C , but once you get past the familar syntax there are significant differences see A Comparative
Overview of C. Syntax support to define properties, events, value types and delegates Syntax for consuming
properties and events. Seamless coercion between java-language data types and. NET Framework data types.
See the online docs for more information. The code is very similar to what you would write using either C or
VB. NET, though there enough differences to make it clear that this is neither. Point int 96 , int 32 ; this. Size
int 5 , int 13 ; this. Size int , int 93 ; this. The documentation states "The only new syntax extensions are the
keyword ubyte for consuming unsigned bytes and the attribute directive, which can be used to attach custom
attributes to the generated metadata. NET allows developers to write fully managed. NET applications using
the java language syntax, and to move their existing java language applications over to. NET, but is not, one
would imagine, the language of choice when developing. NET the ability to retain a good portion of their
legacy java language code while moving forward with.
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